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GfxLCD - graphic library for a monochromatic dot matrix LCD 
 

 
 
main features: 

• written in C++ 
• could be used with all common dot matrix LCD sizes (LCD driver independent) 
• the graphic video buffer is located in RAM for faster processing 
• user defined software fonts 
• sprites that supports alpha channel 
• different sprite put modes (COPY, OR, XOR) 
• drawing on images that supports clipping rectangle 
• line, circle and rectangle drawing and pixel setting 
• coordinate system for graphic basic functions like line drawing etc. 
• Windows .NET software for creating bitmaps and font sets 

 
 
 
The powerful and flexible object interface provides basic and advanced features which make 
it simple for a programmer to create a various graphic effects. In just few hours it’s possible 
to write application using advanced features like sprites with alpha channel and user defined 
fonts without any knowledge about embedded graphic.



 
Library organization 
 

 
This library give the following interfaces: 
BITMAP - The bitmap contains information about picture width and height and contains the 
picture pixels data. 
GFX_Sprite - The sprite object is used to draw bitmap on images.  
GFX_Font - The font object is used to draw fonts on images and to measure graphic text 
size. 
GFX_Image - The image object represent graphic surface on which sprites, fonts and 
primitives can be drawn. Images can be also drawn on other images via the sprite interface. 
The image is also  used as a frame buffer – all graphic operations are made on an image (in 
microcontroller RAM memory) and then the graphic data if transferred to LCD. Such 
approach made this graphic library fast and universal. 
 
Creating bitmaps for embedded application 
It would be very hard and annoying to convert the image data to byte array that could be 
used in an embedded program. The fastest way is to use a Windows based program LCDGfx 
(full source code included in this library), which can convert various image types to byte 
arrays. Below is an example of creating 18x18 bitmap, just open image and click “convert”.  

 
Text from output window could be simply copy and paste into your program. 
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Hardware connection mbed to 240x128 T6963 based LCD (LGMTG240128A6YLY-LF) 

 
at mbed side any digital pin p5-p30 could be used 
 
“Hello world” program 
 
#include "mbed.h" //standard library 
#include "T6963.h" //LCD driver 
#include "GfxLCD.h" //graphic library 
 
//font name: Courier New 
//font height: 14 
//character count: 95 
const unsigned char fnt_CourierNew[1901]={…}; 
 
//create LCD driver object 
T6963 lcd(p18,p22,p23,p24,p25,p26,p27,p28,p17,p16,p15,p14,240,128); 
//create screen buffer 
GFX_Image screen(240,128); 
//create font object 
GFX_Font font(fnt_CourierNew,0,5);  
//config led pin 
DigitalOut myled(LED1); 
 
int main(void)  
{ 
    screen.PutString(50,50,"Hello world!!!",&font); //draw string 
    lcd.WriteData(screen.GetData(),screen.GetDataSize()); //show image on LCD 
    while(1) //infinite loop 
    {                 
        myled = !myled; 
        wait(0.1); 
    } 
} 
 


